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“OH YEAH! MARIO TIME!” 

BALANCE, BATTLE AND RACE WITH EPOCH’S RANGE OF 

SUPER MARIO GAMES! 
 

 

Bring the world of Super Mario to life with the Epoch range of fun and interactive games. 

Featuring your favourite characters, you can perfect your balancing skills, topple your 

opponents, race your frenemies and brush up on your air hockey skills! Swap playing 

figures from one game to another via the Link System. 

 

New for 2022, Super Mario Adventure 

Game DX (SS Launch, RRP £29.99). This 

exciting action game takes you on an 

adventure through Bowser’s Castle! Use 

your skills with the three buttons and two 

revolving wheels to tackle the seven tricky 

obstacles and get the playing marble in the 

goal! This game is ready to play with no 

batteries needed! Link System Compatible.  

 

Super Mario Blow Up! Shaky Tower (RRP 

£19.99) is a game that puts your nerves and skills 

to the test! Can you steadily place your favourite 

Mario figure on the tower? Beware, if the tower 

shakes too much then the ball will drop and send 

all the characters flying! Includes seven Super 

Mario Link System figures. Suitable for 2 or more 

players. 
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On your marks, get set, go! Inspired by the 

world of Classic Mario Kart, race your 

friends around the action-packed Mario 

Kart Racing DX (RRP £34.99) track! 

Overcome and champion the winding road, 

the pop-up stairs, the treacherous seesaw 

bridge, the dirt boards, the tilting slope and 

the daunting hill climb! Who can complete 

five laps the fastest and win the race – will it 

be Mario or Luigi? Ready to play with no 

batteries required. Includes two Mario Kart figures. Suitable for 2 players. 

 

Bring the arcade home! Super Mario Air 

Hockey (RRP £29.99) is the perfect tabletop 

party game! The puck glides across the 

surface on a cushion of air, just like the 

family favourite game. Use your paddle to 

knock the puck into your opponent’s goal to 

score! You can also play Target Strike with 

the aim to eliminate all your opponents’ figures standing in their goal. Link System 

compatible. Suitable for 1-4 players. 

 

Featuring the iconic Koopa Trooper’s shell, Super Mario Hover Shell Strike (RRP £14.99) 

makes a game of air hockey possible wherever 

you go because it can be played on any flat 

surface! Use the paddles to shoot your shell to 

your opponent’s side but make sure you ace 

the return so you can win the game! Play 

anywhere, any time and try to keep the rally 

going! Suitable for 2 players. 
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Super Mario Piranha Plant Escape! (RRP 

£19.99) is a thrilling board game with a twist! 

Don’t wake the pesky Piranha Plant! Throw the 

dice to move your character and see how many 

times you need to press the button. Beware! 

The Piranha Plant can strike when you least 

expect it - just hope it gets your opponent and 

not you! Comes with Link System figures. 

Suitable for 2-4 players. 

 

The Super Mario Fire Mario Stadium (RRP 

£29.99) is ready for you to show off your 

shooting skills! Just like the familiar pinball 

game, battle it out as Fire Mario or Fire Luigi 

against your opponent, shoot the fireball 

discs, hit the targets, thwart your enemies 

efforts and be the first to topple Bowser 

from his tower! Link System compatible. 

Suitable for 2 players. 

 

Test your balancing skills with the Super 

Mario Balancing Game series (RRP 

£9.99). It’s super simple to play, just throw 

the dice and place the four Mario figures 

on the swaying stage without them falling 

off! Choose from the three different 

stages – Ground, Underground, and 

Castle. Comes with Link System figures. 

Suitable for 1 or more players. 
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All games suitable for age 5+. 

 

- ends - 

 

For Further Information: 

Please contact Playtime PR: 

Claire Down – claire@playtimepr.com – 07786430077  

Kelly Jones – kellyplaytimepr.com - 07717214040 


